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INTRODUCTION
The use of wireless technology has become increasingly popular, for a wide variety of uses
such as communication systems (public land mobile networks, wireless local area networks,
wireless sensor networks) or wireless power transfer systems. Moreover, the advent of
Context Aware scenarios, such as those envisaged in Ambient Assisted Living or in Smart
Cities, rely on the deployment of a very large amount of transceivers in close vicinity to the
human body, which interconnect with multiple wireless systems in a Heterogeneous Network
(HetNet) configuration. The assessment of in terms of dosimetric estimation for non-ionizing
EMF is in this case influenced no only by the complexity of the scenario under analysis, but
also by the potentially large amount of low power transceiver which can be deployed.
In this work, estimation of EMF and human body interaction is presented for large,
complex scenarios, with the aid of an in-house implemented deterministic electromagnetic
code, in which a simplified human body is introduced. The technique is suitable for multiple
types of scenarios and systems, such as domestic indoor environments, vehicular scenarios or
high density outdoor urban scenarios.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The estimation of EMF intensity is obtained by the use of an in-house simulation tool
based on deterministic 3D Ray Launching code, which is an approximation of Geometric
Optics and Uniform Theory of Diffraction. Simulation scenarios include object shapes as well
as their dispersive electromagnetic parameters, such as conductivity and dielectric
permittivity. A simplified human body model, including dispersive material parameters has
also been implemented, in order to assess the EMF/human body interaction in the overall field
estimations, has been implemented and is schematically shown in Figure 1. Several scenarios
have been tested, such as interior of vehicles [1-2] and indoor scenarios with interference
sources, such as a microwave oven with radio frequency power leakage[3] or EMF exposure
due to WiFi based wearables[4].
RESULTS
The combined effect of scenario complexity and inclusion of human body model leads to
distribution of EMF values which are highly dependent on the location of the
transceivers/interference sources, the configuration of the scenario in terms of object location
and material description and the density and placement of the individuals within the scenario.
As an example, the EMF estimations for an indoor scenario with an active source (operating
microwave oven) is depicted in Figure 1. As it can be seen, field distribution is non-uniform,
mainly due to multipath propagation and scattering effects, which can dominate in complex
indoor environments. The use of deterministic based approach such as 3D Ray Launching
enables to consider the topological dependence even in the case of very large scenarios in
terms of operating wavelength, a typical limitation in other full wave approaches.

Figure 1: Detail of the Simplified Human Body model implemented and coupled to the 3D Ray Launching Code.
Estimations of E-Field values and SAR at human body model surface for an indoor scenario with an operating
microwave oven.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of deterministic techniques coupled to a simplified human body model provide
adequate estimations in terms of field level estimations in large complex scenarios, in which
the EMF/human body interaction can be accounted for. This method is applicable to very
large scenarios and can be extended to other types of interaction, such as in-body EM pulse
propagation and to the analysis of other effect, such as coupling to bio-heat equation.
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